SCIENCE CAFÉ

Meet and discuss topics of local and global interest with experts in their fields of study.

Brought to you by:

Hawaiʻi Academy of Science

MEET US ON
TUESDAY, FEB. 16TH
AT

PF CHANG’S WARD
DIAMOND HEAD END OF AUahi ST.
(NEXT TO WHOLE FOODS SITE)

6:00 P.M.
SOCIAL/DINNER HOUR (NO HOST)

7:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M.
GUEST SPEAKER

This month’s speaker:
Dr. Eric L. Miller
Researcher: Hawaiʻi Natural Energy Institute
University of Hawaiʻi Manoa

“Riding the Green Wave:
The Oncoming Surge of Renewable Energy Technologies and Jobs in Hawaii’s Future”

Call the Academy of Science for more information: (808) 956-7930
Web: http://www.hawaii.edu/acadsci